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Three-Moduli Set (2n+1 − 1, 2n, 2n − 1)
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Abstract—The well-known three-moduli set (2n +1, 2n , 2n − 1),
where n is a positive integer, has received considerable attention over the last three decades. Many researchers have proposed residue-to-binary (reverse) converters for this moduli set.
However, the problem of designing a reverse converter for the
moduli set (2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n −1) did not receive significant attention. In this brief, we are proposing a reverse converter for this
particular moduli set. When compared with the available similar converters, considerable reductions have been achieved. Using
VLSI design tools, the area, time, and power reductions are in
the range of (10.6 − 60.1)%, (13.8 − 25.2)%, and (7.7 − 52.1)%,
respectively.
Index Terms—Binary number system, residue number system (RNS), residue to binary converters, reverse converters.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ESIDUE number system (RNS) is a nonweighted
representation that exhibits a carry-free arithmetic as
far as addition, subtraction, and multiplication are concerned.
This feature enables computations on each residue digit to be
carried independently of other digits. This independence eliminates complex interconnections among different arithmetic
circuits and speeds up computations. Therefore, RNS has
been used in applications that require high-speed computations
and depend on the above mentioned arithmetic operations.
These applications include cryptography, number theoretic
transforms, and signal processing [2]–[5].
The RNS is represented using a set of L moduli. The
dynamic range is determined by the product of all L moduli. The three-moduli set (2n + 1, 2n , 2n − 1), where n is a
positive integer, has received a considerable attention over the
last three decades. Researchers have proposed many designs
for a residue to binary (reverse) converter for this moduli set.
While early designs were very demanding in terms of hardware and time requirements [6], the very last designs were
significantly simpler [7].
Other three-moduli sets that have the form (2n±1 − 1,
n
2 , 2n − 1) were also proposed, where, two of three
moduli have the form (2a − 1) and no moduli of the
form (2a + 1) [8]–[10]. The moduli set of the form
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(2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1) presented in [10], is a vertical extension to (2n−1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1). The latter set was presented
in [8] and [9].
Other efforts have been put to extend, horizontally, the moduli sets by increasing L. Researchers have presented converters
for moduli sets with four, five or more moduli [11]–[14].
Nevertheless, work on sign detection, for example, in these
horizontally extended sets is still limited and very complicated.
However, sign detection for three-moduli sets are significantly
simpler and more efficient [15]–[16].
The published work on reverse conversion for residue values expressed using moduli sets of the form (2n±1 − 1,
2n , 2n − 1) has been very limited [8]–[10]. The converters
for such moduli set are still demanding in terms of area and
delay compared with the popular set (2n + 1, 2n , 2n − 1).
This brief is an additional effort to reduce the area and
time conversion requirements of the moduli set (2n+1 − 1,
2n , 2n − 1).
The notational convention adopted in this brief is given as
follows.
1) The moduli set under consideration is (m1 , m2 , m3 ) =
(2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1), where the three moduli are
pairwise
 relatively prime positive integers.
2) M = 3i=1 mi , dynamic range.
3) The RNS representation of X is (R1 , R2 , R3 ), where X ∈
[0, M).
4) Ri = Xmi , the least non-negative remainder when X is
divided by the modulus mi .
5) The binary representation of RNS digits (R1 , R2 , R3 ),
are:

a) R1 = ni=0 r1i 2i = r1n · · · r11 r10 ;

b) R2 = n−1
r2i 2i = r2(n−1) · · · r21 r20 ;
i=0
n−1
c) R3 = i=0 r3i 2i = r3(n−1) · · · r31 r30 .
6) m̂i = (M/mi ), whereas, (1/m̂i )mi is the multiplicative
inverse of m̂i (i.e., m̂i (1/m̂i )mi mi = 1).
7) . is the floor value of (.) (i.e., the largest integer equal
to or less than (.).
8) Logic operators: NOT, AND, OR, and XOR are given
by the symbols (.), ∧, ∨, and ⊕, respectively.
9) Modulo (2v − 1) multiplication of w by 2q is obtained
by circulating the binary value of w to the left q bits.
However, modulo (2v − 1) of a negative number −w is
obtained taking the one’s complement of w.
Section II will introduce the conversion algorithm and the
hardware structure of the proposed converter. However,
Section III will evaluate and compare the performance of the
proposed converter with other similar ones.
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II. R ESIDUE - TO -B INARY C ONVERTER S TRUCTURE
FOR THE M ODULI S ET (2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1)
A. Conversion Algorithm
For the three-moduli set under consideration, m̂1 = m2 m3 =
2n (2n − 1), m̂2 = m1 m3 = (2n+1 − 1)(2n − 1), and m̂3 =
m1 m2 = 2n (2n+1 − 1).
The multiplicative inverses of this moduli set are [10]:
(1/m̂1 )m1 = −4m1 , (1/m̂2 )m2 = 1, and (1/m̂3 )m3 = 1.
The conversion algorithm adopted in this brief is similar to the
approach adopted in [8]. The value X can be recovered from
its residue representation using the general formula [1]
 
X
a + Xa
(1)
X=
a
where a is a positive integer. Using a = m2 m3 = m̂1 , then
 
X
m2 m3 + Xm̂1 .
(2)
X=
m̂1
Dividing (2) by 2n and taking the floor value
   



Xm̂1
X
X  n
=
2 −1 +
.
2n
m̂1
2n
Rearranging terms in (3)
⎛


X
2n

n+1



⎜ X
⎜
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⎟  
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X
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2n ⎠
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n

where  is the concatenation operator.
Applying (1) once more, for a = 2n
 
X n
2 + R2 .
X=
2n

(4)

(5)

Substituting (4) into (5)

X=

2n+1


  

Xm̂1
X
X
n
2 
−
2n + R2 .
n
m̂1
2
m̂1

(6)

The last equation suggests that X can be evaluated as
follows. First, compute (X/m̂1 ) and (Xm̂1 /2n ). Then,
subtract (X/m̂1 ) from the concatenated value (X/m̂1 ) 
(Xm̂1 /2n ). X is obtained by concatenating the subtraction
result to R2 , where R2 constitutes the least significant part.
In the following sections, the terms (X/m̂1 ) and
(Xm̂1 /2n ) are evaluated sequentially.
B. Computing (X/m̂1 )
The binary equivalent of a residue value is obtained by
applying the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT), defined as [1]
X=

L

i=1


m̂i

1
m̂i


Ri − M I(X)
mi

where I(X) is a non-negative integer that depends on X.

(7)
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Substituting m̂1 , m̂2 , and m̂3 and the corresponding multiplicative inverses into (7), leads to





X = −4m1 2n 2n − 1 R1 + 2n+1 − 1 2n − 1 R2


+ 2n 2n+1 − 1 R3 − M I(X). (8)
Dividing (8) by m̂1 = 2n (2n − 1)


1
X
= −4m1 R1 + 2 − n R2
m̂1
2

+ 2+


1
R3 − m1 I(X).
2n − 1

(9)

Taking the floor value of both sides of (9) and applying
modulus m1
 



X
1
= −4m1 R1 + 2 − n R2
m̂1 m1
2



1
R3 − m1 I(X)
+ 2+ n
. (10)
2 −1
m1
Since (X/m̂1 ) < m1 , then
 
 
X
X
.
=
m̂1 m1
m̂1

(11)

Hence, (10) can be rewritten as
  


X
1
= −4m1 R1 + 2 − n R2
m̂1
2



1
R3 − m1 I(X)
+ 2+ n
2 −1
m1

= −4m1 R1 + 2R2 + 2R3

R2
R3
− n − m1 I(X)
+ n
2 −1
2
m1

= −4m1 R1 + 2R2 + 2R3



R2
R3
− n − m1 I(X)
+
2n − 1
2
m1

= −4R1 m1 + 2R2 m1 + 2R3 m1


R2
R3
− n
+
.
(12)
2n − 1
2
m1
Defining U = (R3 /2n − 1) − (R2 /2n )m1 , then it can
be easily verified that U = 0, if R3 ≥ R2 . Otherwise,
U = −1m1 = (2n+1 − 2). Hence, U can be written as

0,
if R3 ≥ R2
(13)
U=
2n+1 − 2, if R3 < R2 .
Therefore, (12) can be written as
 


X
= 
R1 + 
R2 + 
R3 + U m
1
m̂1

(14)

where, 
R1 = −4R1 m1 , 
R2 = 2R2 m1 , and 
R3 = 2R3 m1 .
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(2v − 1) properties

r1n r1(n−1) · · · r11 r10 , then
Using

and

since

n+1

R1

=

n+1



R1 = r1(n−2) r1(n−3) · · · r10 r1n r1(n−1) .

(15)

n

Since

R2


r2(n−1) · · · r21 r20 ,

=

then

n+1

2R2 m1

=


r2(n−1) · · · r21 r20 0. Hence, the binary representation of

R2 is
n+1



R2 = r2(n−1) · · · r21 r20 0 .

(16)

n


Similarly, since R3 = r3(n−1) · · · r31 r30 , while 2R3 m1 =
n+1


r3(n−1) · · · r31 r30 0. Thus

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed converter for the moduli set (2n+1 −1,
2n , 2n − 1).

n+1



R3 = r3(n−1) · · · r31 r30 0 .

(17)

C. Computing (Xm̂1 /2n )
The term (Xm̂1 /2n ) is computed by evaluating, first,
Xm̂1 , then taking the floor value after dividing it by 2n .
Defining a two-moduli subset (2n , 2n − 1), where m2 = 2n
and m3 = 2n − 1, then m̂2 = (2n − 1) and m̂3 = 2n . It
can also be easily proved that (1/m̂2 )m2 = −1m2 and
(1/m̂3 )m3 = 1. Applying the CRT to this submoduli set

 

Xm m = − 2n − 1 R2 + 2n R3
.
(18)
m2 m3

2 3

Simplifying (18)
Xm

2 m3



= 2n (R3 − R2 ) + R2

m2 m3

.

(19)

A basic identity in RNS is given by: aP1 P1 P2 = P1 aP2 ,
where a, P1 , and P2 are positive integers [1]. Applying this
identity to (19) leads to: 2n (R3 − R2 )m2 m3 = m2 (R3 −
R2 )m2 m3 = m2 R3 −R2 m3 . This implies that: (2n R3 −R2 m3 +
R2 ) < m2 m3 .
Therefore, (19) can be rewritten as
Xm

2 m3

= 2n R3 − R2 m3 + R2 .

(20)

Dividing (20) by 2n , taking the floor value of both sides and
recalling that m2 m3 = m̂1


Xm̂1
= R3 − R2 m .
(21)
3
2n
D. Numerical Example
Given the moduli set (63, 32, 31) where n = 5, it is required
to convert the RNS value of X = (40, 25, 21) to its binary
value.
In the following, the subscript 2 denotes a binary number.
decimal
R1 = (011 101)2 −→ = 29.
R1 = (101000)2 , using (15), 
decimal
R2 = (110 010)2 −→ = 50.
R2 = (11001)2 , using (16), 
decimal
R3 = (101 010)2 −→ = 42.
R3 = (10101)2 , using (17), 
n+1
Since R3 < R2 and using (13), U = 2
− 2 = 62.

Using (14), (X/m̂1 ) = 
R1 + 
R2 + 
R3 + Um1 = 29 +
50 + 42 + 6263 = 57.
Using (21), (Xm̂1 /2n ) = R3 −R2 m3 = 21−2531 = 27.
Using (4), (X/2n ) = (57 × 32 + 27) − 57 = 1794.
Using (5), X = (1794 × 32) + 25 = 57433.
R2 = 42,
Repeating but for X = (40, 21, 25). 
R1 = 29, 

R3 = 50, and U = 0. Therefore, (X/m̂1 ) = 29 + 42 +
50 + 063 = 58. (Xm̂1 /2n ) = 25 − 2131 = 4. (X/25 ) =
(58 × 32 + 4) − 58 = 1802. X = (1802 × 32) + 21 = 57685.
III. H ARDWARE I MPLEMENTATION
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed reverse
converter. It consists of two carry-save-adders (CSA). CSA-1,
which consists of n full-adders (FA), adds the three (n + 1)-bit
R2 , and 
R3 (the least significant bits in 
R2 and
variables, 
R1 , 

R3 are zeros). However, CSA-2 adds the output of CSA-1 to
U = 2n+1 −2, where it is assumed that R3 < R2 . If it turns out
that this is not the case, a (+1) will be added later on. Since
(2n+1 −2) is a constant, CSA-2 consists of one half-adder (HA)
and n HA-like (HAL) circuits. An HAL is a circuit that adds
two bits, while assuming that the third bit is 1. The HAL
consists of an XNOR gate to produce the sum and an OR
gate to produce the carry. The output of CSA-2 is applied to
a modulo (2n+1 − 1) adder to compute (X/m̂1 ). The modulo (2n − 1) subtractor in Fig. 1 realizes (21). This subtractor
receives R2 and R3 , where each consists of n bits, to compute (Xm̂1 /2n ) = R3 − R2 (2n −1) . As shown in Fig. 1,
the modulo (2n − 1) subtractor operates in parallel with the
circuit needed to compute (X/m̂1 ), thus, it adds no delay.
The subtractor also produces an output carry Cout . The value
of Cout is 1 if (R3 − R2 ) ≥ 0. Otherwise, Cout = 0. This Cout
is fed as an input carry Cin to modulo (2n+1 − 1) adder. This,
in fact, rectifies the previous assumption about U = −1.
The binary modulo 22n+1 subtractor subtracts (X/m̂1 )
from the concatenated value (X/m̂1 )  (Xm̂1 /2n ) to produce (X/2n ). It is worth pointing out that just the least
significant (n + 1) bits of the subtractor are fully utilized.
Therefore, to realize the modulo 22n+1 subtractor, a modulo
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2n+1 subtractor is used along with a n bit circuit that propagates the carry resulting from the modulo 2n+1 subtractor.
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TABLE I
U NIT-G ATE M ODEL R ESULTS FOR R EVERSE C ONVERTERS
OF THE M ODULI S ETS : (2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1)
AND (2n−1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1)

IV. E VALUATION , C OMPARISON ,
AND VLSI R EALIZATION
A. Theoretical Evaluation
The unit-gate model presented in [17]–[18] is used to
evaluate the area and time requirements of the proposed
converter and other competitive ones. The unit-gate model
considers a two-input monotonic gate to have the area of one
unit and the delay of one unit. The model also considers the
XOR and XNOR gates to have the area of two units and
the delay of two units, but ignores all inverters. The FA has
the area of seven units and the delay of four units. However,
an HA and an HAL have the area of three units and delay
of two units. Furthermore, it is assumed that a (3 × 1) multiplexer (MUX) consists of two consecutive (2 × 1) MUXs,
where a (2×1) MUX has the same complexity as an HA/HAL.
Moreover, modulo (2k −1) and modulo 2k adders, presented
and referred to in [18]–[21], will be used in all the designs
evaluated in this section. The area and time delay of a modulo
(2k −1) adder are, respectively [18]–[21]: (3k log2 k+5k) and
(2 log2 k + 3). However, the area and time delay of a modulo
2k adder are, respectively [18]–[21]: ((3/2) log2 k + 5k) and
(2 log2 k + 3).
Additionally, in all structures under consideration, it will be
assumed that n is not a power of 2. To further simplify the
analysis, all (n + 1) bit adders will be assumed to have the
complexity of n bit adders.
1) Area and Time Requirements of the Proposed Converter:
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed converter consists of a modulo (2n+1 − 1) adder, a modulo (2n − 1) subtractor, a modulo
22n+1 subtractor and two CSAs. CSA1 has the area and delay
of 7n and 4, respectively. While, CSA2 has the area and delay
of 3(n + 1) and 2, respectively. The modulo (2n+1 − 1) adder
has the area and delay of (3(n + 1) log2 n + 5(n + 1)), and
2 log2 n + 3, respectively. Similarly, the modulo (2n − 1)
subtractor has the area and delay of (3n log2 n + 5n), and
(2 log2 n+3), respectively. However, because it is subtracting
a (n + 1)-bit variable from a (2n + 1) bit variable, the modulo
22n+1 subtractor in Fig. 1 consists of two sub-circuits: a modulo 2n+1 subtractor and a carry-propagate circuit. The 2n+1
subtractor has the area and delay of (3/2)(n + 1) log2 n +
5(n + 1), and 2 log2 n + 3, respectively. While the carrypropagate circuit has an area of 5n and has no delay [19]–[21].
Enforcing the above simplification assumption, the area and
delay of the proposed converter are, (7.5n log2 n + 30n) and
(4 log2 n + 12), respectively.
2) Area and Time Requirements of the Converters in [10]:
The converter in [10] deals with the same moduli set considered in this brief. Three converters were presented for the same
moduli set [10]. The first converter, (denoted as converter 1),
was based on mixed-radix conversion (MRC), while the other
two were based on CRT (denoted as converters 2 and 3).
converter 2 has almost the same complexity as converter 3.
Therefore, just converters 1 and 2 will be considered for
comparison.

Converter 1 consists of two modulo (2n+1 − 1) subtractors,
one modulo (2n −1) and one modulo 22n+1 subtractor. This last
subtractor is similar to the last subtractor in the proposed converter. Therefore, the area and delay of converter 1, under the
same assumption, are, (10.5n log2 n + 25n) and (6 log2 n +
9), respectively.
Converter 2 consists of five (2n + 3) CSAs (where, mostly,
FA are used), three modulo 22n+3 adders and (2n + 1) blocks
of (3 × 1) MUXs. To further simplify the evaluation, it is
assumed that all (2n + 3)-bit adders have the same complexity
as 2n-bit adders. Hence, the area and delay of converter 2 are:
(9n log2 n + 113n) and (2 log2 n + 25), respectively.
3) Area and Time Requirements of the Converter in [9]:
The converter presented in [9] is concerned with the moduli
set (2n−1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1). This set provides a dynamic range
of (3n − 1). However, the three moduli have similar forms like
the ones in the moduli set (2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1). Therefore, it
can be reasonably compared with the proposed converter. The
converter in [9] requires (n − 1) blocks of (2 × 1) MUXs, four
(n − 1)-bit CSAs, two modulo (2n−1 − 1) adders, one modulo
(2n − 1) subtractor and one modulo 22n+1 similar to the last
subtractor in the proposed converter. The area and delay of
the converter in [9] are, respectively, are: (10.5 log2 n + 44n)
and (4 log2 n + 20).
The results of applying the unit-gate model to the proposed converter and the other three ones are summarized
in Table I.
B. VLSI Synthesis Evaluation
The four converters under comparison; the proposed one,
converter 1 [10], converter 2 [10] and the converter presented in [9], have all been modeled in Verilog HDL using
Synopsys Design compiler (G-2012.06). These converters have
been mapped to 65 nm Synopsys designware logic libraries.
Synopsys IC compiler has been used to perform the place
and route layout phase. The power consumed was calculated
using Synopsys power compiler. Using Synopsys simulator,
the functionality and correctness of the four designs have been
checked. In all the designs under consideration in this section,
the fast parallel-prefix modulo 2k and modulo (2k − 1) adders
presented in [18]–[21] have been realized. Table II summarizes
the synthesis results of the four converters after place and
route phase. However, Table III shows the percentages of
improvements, which the proposed converter has achieved
for values of n = 7, 11, 15, 18, and 22. The reductions
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TABLE II
S YNTHESIS R ESULTS FOR R EVERSE C ONVERTERS OF M ODULI S ETS :
(2n+1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1) AND (2n−1 − 1, 2n , 2n − 1)

published work for similar sets of the form (2n±1 − 1, 2n ,
2n − 1), the proposed converter has demonstrated area
improvements of (10.6 − 60.1)%, time improvements of
(13.8 − 25.2)%, and power improvements by (7.7 − 52.1)%.
R EFERENCES

TABLE III
A REA AND D ELAY R EDUCTIONS OF THE P ROPOSED C ONVERTER
C OMPARED W ITH OTHER C OMPETITIVE O NES

in area, delay and power are computed using the formula:
[(competitive − proposed)/competitive] × 100%.
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